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Westminster chime wall clock manual

Check the clock to make sure it has a battery. The quartz movement clock is battery-driven and has no manual winding lock. Some westminster quartz hours have other options to set, such as setting off night time bells or volume reduction. Turn the minute hand gently and slowly to set the time, and never force the hand to turn. Never set your watch by
turning your watch around. This action will destroy the movement of the clock and the clock will not keep the time properly. Never turn your hands minutes counterclockwise to set the clock. This will break the internal spring in motion, and the clock will no longer work. There are many models and styles of Westminster chirping wall clocks with quartz
movements for accurate recording of time and beauty. Vintage models don't have many options like newer models, which include melodic selection, volume control, and night or silent settings. When the battery becomes low or wears out, the westminster bell regulator wall clock quartz needs to be reset to the correct time after installation of the new battery.
Place the forefinger at the end of the minute hand and rotate clockwise to the correct time. Watches and minutes of hands will move as well. Hold the time-setting knob between your thumb and forefinger and rotate clockwise. Turn the clockwise timing dial on the model with this option. Slide the three-position switch to Dead without the bell, West for the
Westminster bell at that hour, or Melody 2 to hear the optional bell at that hour. Rotate the volume control knob to the right to increase the volume of the bell or to the left to reduce the volume of the selected bell. About Author Mary Lougee has been writing for over 10 years. He holds a Bachelor's degree in Management and a dual minor in accounting and
computer science. She likes to write about busy family careers as well as family-oriented planning, food and activities for all ages. Watchmaking &amp; Repair Parts Rotary Tools For Carving, Detailing, Finishing Hand Tools, Gouges, Knives, Rasps Epoxy Resin Art Supplies Scroll See Band Viewing Finishing Supplies &amp; Workshop Essentials Wood
Dowels, Plugs, Spindle, Knobs Wood Craft, Toy &amp; Amp; Game Parts Hardware - Assemble It Wall Hanging Hardware Woodworking Patterns Clearance Movement W2114: Westminster or Bim-Bam, no pendulumMovement W2115: Westminster or Ave Maria, no pendulum : Westminster or Bim-Bam, with pendulumMovement W2215: Westminster or Ave
Maria, with the Wall Clock Models pendulum Unlocking the pendulum holder from its delivery position by pushing it to the right with your thumb or finger. LOOK AT THE PICTURE. Carefully place the pendulum on the hanger. Battery Only Use Duracell C Base Battery! Insert a fresh C battery with + at the top. Please change your battery. Once. This will
ensure accurate timing and consistent bell sound for your enjoyment. Low Battery Warning Feature If your watch starts tweeting erratically, or (if so equipped) the pendulum stops, please install a new one Timing Set time by advancing the minute hand (NEVER the watch hand) or turning the hand setting knob on the back of the movement clockwise or
counterclockwise to the correct time. The correct chiming will start at the next full hour. Meanwhile, a quarter-hour bell may sound at the wrong time. It will fix itself in the next full hour. If the striking clock is incorrect, move the watch (short) hand to the watch that is the striking clock. Bell sequences at 1/4, 1/2, and 3/4 hours are electronically programmed and
cannot be demonstrated by manually moving minute hands or time-set knobs. On the back of the clock movement there are three additional switches and one knob for the following functions: Melody Switch Switch with symbol O = turn off (bells and strikes both) W = Westminster Chime melody 4/4 plus full hour strike B = Bim-Bam hours and strikes half an
hour (W2114 and W2214) A = Ave Maria 4/4 Chime with full hour strike (W2115 and W2215) Turn off the night and reduce the night Switch with symbol = position of the Sun. The clock will chime and strike over a full 24-hour period. = Position Without Months. The clock will not chime for a period of 8 hours after the time you move the button to this position.
For example: if you want a silent bell from 23:00 to 07:00, move the button from to when between 10:45 and 23:00. Bells will automatically become silent daily from 23:00 to 07:00 = Moon position. The sound of bells will be reduced by half the volume during the day for a period of 8 hours. Use the same setup procedure as for No Moon. Volume control By
rotating the knob, the loudness of the bell can be adjusted. Turning the knob clockwise reduces the volume. Chime Selector Switch with symbol By setting the button to position and the melody switch to W jam will chime the Westminster melody every 15 minutes and attack the clock after playing the clock bell. By setting the button to position and the melody
switch to W, the clock will chime the Westminster melody at the hour only, followed by the hour strike. By setting the button to position and the melody switch to B clock with movement W2114 or W2214 will attack Bim-Bam every hour and a half hours. Setting the button to position and the melody switch to B hours with w2114 or W2214 gestures will attack
Bim-Bam every hour. By setting the button to position and the melody switch to A hour with the movement W2115 or W2215 will chime the ave maria melody every 15 minutes and attack the clock after playing the clock bell. By setting the button to position and the melody switch to A, the clock with the W2115 or W2215 movement will chime the Ave Maria
melody on the clock only, followed by the hour strike. The mounting wall clock model Hangs your watch vertically to the desired location. If possible, your watch should be mounted on the wall stud. Make sure that the clock will not shift on the wall when the door is opened. Start about 1 1/2 inches to the left or right and release it. Make sure the pendulum can
swing freely. Regulation Due to the high accuracy and reliability of quartz movement, time recording adjustments are not required. Instructions clock with moon phase dial Moonphase disc shows the position of the moon during a cycle of 29 1/2 days. New moon: invisible moon Waxing moon: the moon rises on the left side of the Full Moon: the moon is visible
in the middle of the waning moon opening button: the moon descends on the right side of the opening night The moonphase disc is shifted between 10 p.m. and 2 a.m. During this time you should not try to set up the moon disc by hand. How to set up a moon disk: Inside the back of the clock you can see the back of the moon disk. Rotate this disc (if the shift
mechanism is not activated) to the correct position in the moon phase. See my website ClockHistory.com the following clock company history: Copyright Company Electrical Time Standard © 2020 Bill's Clockworks 1. NAME AND LOCATION OPERATIONAL PART 1 - Hand set disk 2 - Night time silencer 3 - Chime melody switch 4 - Volume control disk 2.
HOW TO ADJUST BATTERY Make sure the size C battery is in the correct position with the polarity position at the top. 3. HOW TO SET THE TIME Turn the disc hand settings (1) counterclockwise to set the time. Hands will move clockwise. 4. HOW TO CONTROL THE VOLUME Every time the bell - the melody selector switch (3) is shifted, the
corresponding bell will start ringing. You can adjust the volume of the bell by rotating the volume control disc (4) towards the max to make it harder or towards the min position for a softer level. 5. HOW TO CHOOSE A BELL MELODY Every time the bell selector switch is moved, the corresponding bell will start ringing. Select the bell you want to hear. The left
is Westminster and the right is Whittington. 6. HOW TO SET THE NIGHT TIME SILENCER The Night Time Silencer Switch has 3 positions. If you want the bell to play 24 hours, save it in the left position. If you want the bell to be turned off automatically every night at 23:00 and back at 05:45, please continue as follows: a) set your clock to the current correct
time if you have not already done so. b) if the current time is during AM hours, the slide switch (2) to the center position is marked AM c) if the current time is during PM hours, the slide switch (2) to the exact position marked PM Clock will now be silent by turning off automatically every night at 11:00 PM and returning at 05:45. The shutoff period cannot be
changed. 7. HOW TO HANG PENDULUM a) Move the pendulum hanger to the right to remove it. It will pop out of the delivery position. b) Attach the pendulum to the hanger as shown. c) After hanging the clock, give the pendulum a gentle boost to start it swinging or slightly move the bottom of the case from left to right to start the swing movement. Our to
provide the best quality products and services. If you have any questions about any products we carry, please contact us at 1-866-402-8714 M - F 10:00 - 6:00 EST., Saturday 10:00 - 03:00Security Geotrust Secure Site assures you of a secure transaction. Every page is secure, not just your checkout page. Reputation
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